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10.1 Hospitality: a social lens
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Table 10.1: Concepts of hospitality from Hospitality: A Social Lens

Perspective

Concepts of hospitality

Author

Anthropology

Moral obligations defining social and cultural expectations
about behaviour as host and guest – intra-tribal hospitality and
reciprocity

Cole

Architecture

Hotel space designed to create an ambience of hospitality
experiences – symbolism and the rhetoric of hospitality adapts to
address developments in consumer expectations

Wharton
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Classics

Historical insight into religious and cultural obligations for hosts
and guest in Greek, Roman and early Christian settings

O’Gorman

Culture

Ethical hospitality – differences between powerful hosts and
vulnerable guests – the widespread fear of global strangers

Sherringham
and Daruwalla

Use of bars, restaurants, clubs and boutique hotels in the
Cultural geography regeneration of city centre spaces – role of hospitality
experiences in establishing and reinforcing lifestyle experiences.

Bell

Gastronomy

Eating and drinking as focus of gastronomy – reflection on the
acts of hosting and the manners of being guests

Santich

History

Multicultural evolution of the ‘hospitality industry’ in the various
colonial hotels and pubs of Melbourne in the nineteenth century

O’Mahony

Human resource
management

Commercial control through looking good and sounding right
– hospitality experiences require selection and development
of service staff who sound and look the ‘part’ as defined by the
brand and the market it is supposedly servicing

Nixon and
Wahurst

Socio-linguistics

Demonstrating how fast food restaurants manufacture, control
and process customers in a set of predicable processes shaping
customer tastes and expectations supporting Ritzer’s theory

Robinson and
Lynch

Sociology

Commercial home of the micro-business being operated as a
guest house or hotel – represent a forum for both private and
commercial acts of hospitality

Di Domenico
and Lynch

Sociology

Component parts of the of the theory of McDonaldization are an
anathema to spontaneous hospitable behaviour

Ritzer
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